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zenith; therefore it is the zenith distance of
the body. Thus you r ant to find side ZM of
the triangle.

You also want to find the azimuth of the
body. Azimuth is the angle measured at th€
zenith from north clockNise to the vertical
circle through the body, The angle PZM of
the triangle is measured at the zenith from
the elevated pole to the veltical circle through
the body. Unlike azimuth, this angle is
tneasured from either north or south (de-
pending on the observer's latitude), and it
is measured either clockwise or counterclock-
wise, never exceeding 180'. To distinguish it
JIom azimuth. the angle PZII is called
azihuth angle. Although azimuth angle is not
necessarily equal to azimuth, one can al$'ays
be lound lrom the other. lf tlie oL.erver is
in north tatitude, azimuth equals azimuth
angle or 360" minus azimuth angle, depend-
ing on whether the body is east or vest ol the
obs€ruer's meddian. Likewise, iJ the obseNer
is in south latitude, azimuth equals 180'
minus or plus azimuth angle. Therefore, if
you know the azimuth angle, you can find the
azimuth. Thus you lvant to find angle PZN of
the triangle.

In a sphe cal tliangle, as in a plane tri
angle, if you know ce ain sides and angles,
you can find others. Considel which sides and
angles of the astronomical triangle you al-
ready know. The line EII is the angular
distance of the body fr.om the equinoctial;
therefore it is the declination of the body,
which you know. Since the pole is 90" fmm
the equinoctial, DP is equal to 90'. There-
fole IIP, the polar distance or co-declinalion
of the body, is equal to 90' minLts the declina-
tion. Thus you know side IIP of the triangle.

The line E'Z is the angular distance of the
zenith from the equinoctial; thercfore it is
the observer's latitude, which you know. ZP,
the co-lalitud€, is equal to 90" minus the ob-
server's latitude. Thus you know side ZP of
the triangle.

ZP is part of the obseNer's melidian, and
trIP is part of the hour circle through the
body. Thelefore, angle ZPM is equal to the
LHA of the body (or 360'-LHA). You can
find the LHA by applying:the observe!'s longi
tude, which you know, to the GHA of the
body, which you also know. Thus you know
angle ZPll of the triaDsle.

In the astronomical triangle PI{Z you know
the co-declination (NP), the co-latitude (zP),
and the LHA (ZPll). You'want to find the
zenith distance (zll) and the azimuth angle
(PZNI). In a spherical triangle, as in a plane
irianqle,.if you know two sides and the in-
cluded angle, you can find the other side and
the other two angles. Tbe details of the solu-
tion need not concern you,

H,O. 2r8
Thele are several sets of tables by means

of which you cen find the altitude and azimuth
of a body frcnl a known position, The set of
tables most used in the Air Force, is Hydro-
guphic Office Publication No.218, entitled
Astronomical Navigation Tables. This work is
in 16 volumes, each volume encompassing 5"
of latitude in the northern hemisphere and
the corre-ponding 5" in lhe southern hemi-
sphere, Thus the set covers latitudes 0'to
?9", both north and south.

Each volume of H.O. 218 contains lwo main
parts. The fir'st part is for finding the altitude
and azimuth of 22 important navigational
stam, rrhich have been selected fol their
brightness and lor their dist bution in the
sky. lt contains a separate section for each of
these stars. The second part is used mainly
for finding the altitude and szimuth of the
sun, moon, and planets, It contains a separate
section for each whole degree of declination
flom 0" to 28".

ALTITUDE AND AZIMUfH OF
NAVIGATION STARS

In each volume of H.O. 218, a section of
about 4 pages is devoted to each of the 22 im-
porlant navigational stars. The section for
each star contains 2 tables of altitude and
azimurh anglp. one for the soulhem hpmi-
spher€ latitude band and one for the northeh
hemisphere latitude band. On each page the
nve values of latitude appear across the top,
and the values of LHA down the sides. In a
column for each latitude, the altitude and azi-
muth angle of the star arc listed opposite each
LHA. If the LHA of the body and the latitude
of the position are each a whole number of
degrees, you will find the altitude and azimuth
angle listed under the latitude and opposite
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the LHA. For example, at a latitude of 2io N,
if the LHA of Betelgeuse is 45', the Hc is
43'38', and the azimuth angle or tabulated
azimuth is 104". You find true azimuth by
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applying the rule at the bottom of tlte page.

The azimuth depends on whether the ster is
east or west of the meridian of the positioD,
that is, whether the LHA is tu the dght or
left column. In the example, the LHA is in the
left-hand column, so tru€ azimuth equals 360"
minus tabulated azimuth. Therefore the true
azimuth is 256".

The tables give altitude and azimuth angle
directly if lstitude and LHA are whole num-
bels of degrees. If eith€r latitude or LHA
were not a whole rumber', you would have to
inrerpolale io find the altitudp. Since the azi-
muth angle is given only to the nea&stdegree,
you would not have to interpolate for azimuth
angle, Ordinarily you can avoid interpolation
for LHA and latitude by using only whole de-
grees of LHA aDd latitude, as you vrill see
presently.

Assumed Posiiion
To construct an LOP by the int€rcept

method, you must ind the altitude and azi-
muth of the body frcm some assumed position
near your aclual posilion. The closer this as-
sumed position is to your actual position, the
hore accurate rill be your LOP. Since your
DR position is your best guess as to your
actual position, it would seem logical to use
your DR position as an assumed position.
However, your results vill not suffer greatly
so long as the assumed position is within
about 50 miles of your actual position. Con-
sequently, you arc not obliged to use your DR
position as an assumed position. Rather, you
should select ?rear your DR position a point
for. which it is easy to find altitude and azi-
muth. The latitude of this point should be a
whole number of degrees. And its longitude
combined with the GHA of the star should
give a whole number of de$ees of LHA, Then
you will not have to interpolate for latitude
and LHA. Thus youl assumed position should
be the closest point to your DR position for
thich you can ind the altitude without inter-
polating for LHA and latitude.

For example, suppose that the GHA of the
star is 178'26'. Il your DR position is 35'
27'N, 97"14'W, you use an assumed position
of 35'00'N, 97"26'W. Then you enter the ta-
bles with a latitude of 35'N and an LHA of
81'. If your DR position is 35'27'N, 9?"14'E,

you use &n assumed position of g6'00'N, 9?'
34'8. Then you enterthe tables with a latitude
of 35'N and an LHA of 2?6'.

"t"Correclion
The tables for the navigational stals wele

calculated by using the 1940 declination of
each star. However, the declination of each
star slowly changes through the yea$. There-
lore in later years somecoEection ofthe tabu-
lated altitude may be necessery.

l.{oMmoN Fon D rr ro rMU

After each altitude is a value of t, which
is variation of altitude with time. Table I, in-
side the front cover of each volume, gives the
colrection to be applied to the altitude lor
each value of t and for each year up to 2000;
this correction must be added or subtracted
according to the sign ol /. For example, in
1946 if , is -12, the correction is -1.
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At the bottom of each page in the star sec_

tion is given a limiting year before which rlo
correction needs to be applied. Thus you may
find, "No correction lor date is neccssaly unlii
1C4 7. ' !:ven a lle r rhp lim'tir g ypllr, the / cor-
rection is little trouble. You do not need to
refer to table I every time you find an altitude.
Rather, you can note the conection for each
t value durins the current year. Thus, for
1946 you note that if t is 0 to 5, th€ correction
is 0'; if , is 6 to 14, the couection is 1'; and if
t is 15 to 20, the correction is 2'.

Summory ol Procedure
Lest you have become lost arnid the details,

here is a sunnnaly of the procedure for'llnding
the altitude and azimuth of:r navigational
star for an assuned position:

1. Irrom the Almanac ascertain the GHA
of the star fol the tine of observation.

2. Assume a position as close as possiblc
to your DR position, so that (1) the latitude
of the position is a $hole numbcl of degrees,
and (2) its longiiude combin€d $ith the GHA
of the stal gives a ilhole nurrber of deglees
of LHA. FiDd thc LIIA oI the stal for lhis
position.

3. Select the vohunc of H.O. 218 for. the
lAtitude band which ir)cludes the assumed
position. Turn to the section for the star you
have obs€r'ved. Find the lraEe shoBjng the lati-
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tude of the assumed position and the LIIA ol
the star flom this position. Be carefui to use
the page for north latitudc if the assumed
position is in north latitude, or the page for
south latjtude if it is in south latitude. Op-
posite the LIIA lead tabulated altitude end
azimuth angle in the colurnn hcaded by the
latitude of the assnned position.

4. If the limiting date has passed, detel-
rnine the correction for tine, if any. Note the
sign of t, and apply the corlection to the tnbu-
lated altitude accoldingly.

i, C"nrprt rzinruth rngr t^ l"up azi-
mulh by mcans of the rule at the boltom ol
the page.

!'or exarnple, suppose thit xou observe
Actux on 3 July 1945, at 2013 GCT, Your DR
posjtion is 29'0?'S, 90'48'8.

]. GIIA '' :O1l] GCT
GII.{ c.ue(ion tor 3'

224'rg'.
4t

f i,l'Oi'

ilt8'tt'

GH-{ Acrux 20111 CCT 38';l'
2. Lonsitude o{ Issumcd Position -C1'0C'E

3.

,1,

LHA AcNx 201i1 C{lT 130'00
Latitudc ol ,\ssuDr.d Position 2a,'00'S
T.lulrtcd Altitudc IA 03'
-{zihruth Anslc 021"
Coi re(li.n 10 Trbulatcd Altirurla

IIc
+ 01'

10 06'
5. Azihuth (- 180' -l- .{zihuth

A.AI.) ,01'

2 SO UTH flruDas AcRrI
?E' @ LAT.

H.A,
25" 6" z7

LAT
Alt, Alr.

Alt.Az.AIt, Alt.

4,.-p+q 25 3{ +5 
--Lo2r s8l1 1: 23 50 +!^ 30

9q
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AITITUDE AND AZIMUTH OF IHE
sUN, MOON, AND PIANETS

Th€ first pa of each volume oJ H.O. 218
consists of tables of altitude and azimuth for
€ach of 22 stars. Since the declination of each
star changes but slowly, these tables can be
used lor many yeals with only small collec-
tions. The declination of the sun, moon, and
planets, on the contrary,. changes mpidly.
Therefore, a similar table for one of th€se
bodies would become obsolete in a few days or
sometimes in a few hours ! A difierent plan
must be used,

In the second part of each volume, a section
of 4 pages is devoted to each whole number
of degrees of declination from 0' to 28'. The

section for each number of degrees contains
two tables of altitude and azimuthi one is for
declination of the s@me name as latitude (e.9.
declination nolth if latitude is north), and the
other is for declination ol conh &rU I'ame to
latitude. With these tables you can find the
altitude and azimuth of any body whose de-
clination lies between 29'N and 29"S. This
band includes the sun, moon, and planets at
ail times. And of course it also includes some
bright stals. For any of the 22 stars in the
irst part of the volume, you save time by us-
ing the special tables. But any star marked
by a dagger ( l) in the AImaDac star table, is
in this declination band. For it you can use the
tables in this second part of the volume.

In the second palt of the volume the ar-
rangement of each page is much like that in
the fiIst part. The five values of latitude ap-
pear across the top of the page, and the values
of LHA appear down the sides. IJ the LHA
and declination of the body and the latitude of
the position are each a r hole number of de-
grees, you will find the altitude and azimuth
angle under the latitude and opposite the
LHA. For example, at a latitude of 25"N, if
the LHA of a body is 45" and its declination
is 22'S, the Hc is 25"52' and the azimuth
angle is 1330. Thus when latitude, LHA, and
declination are whole numbers of degrees, the
tsbles give altitude and azimuth angle d!
rectly. Here again you assume a position such
that latitude and LHA arc whole numbers.

IN WHOIE DEGREES
FROM 0' TO 28"

NAME TO iITITUDE

,crr A,.l en. Az l Alt Az'

,s
32
52

13
"1 " d

rr+ lzr lo-s 'r+r3l llJ 5r .r '3J
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lnterpolqlion for Declinqtlon
When the declination of a body is a number

of minutes in addition to a r hole number of
degrees, you extract the altitude for the whole
numberof deg?ees and conect this altitude by
interpolation foi the additional minutes. You
[eed not interpolate for ezimuth angle, which
is given only to the nearest degree. But you
must convelt azimuth angle to true azimuth
ss before.

After each tabulated sltitude is a value foi
d, which is the change in altitude with a 1'
inclease in declination. Thus d is the difrer-
ence between the tabuleted altitude and the
altitude for the next whole degree of declina-
tion. For declination 10o, same name as lati-
tude, LHA 45' and latitude 25', the tabulated
altitude is 44'48'and d is + 26. This means
that if the declinstion increases to 11" while
the LHA and latitude remain the same, the
altitude increases by 26'. You may vedfy this
increase by the tables: for declination 11",

RESITICIED

same name as latitude, LIIA 45", and latitude
25', th€ tabulated altitude is 45"14'.

The correction to altitude for additional
minutes of declination is proportionel to d and
proportional to the number of addilional min-
utes, Obviously,inthe previous example, if the
declination incr€ases from 10'00' to 10'30',
the altitude increases by 13' (y2x26'\'
Thus rhe correction for 30' of declina{ion is

+ 13' of altitude. Similarly, the correction to
lhe tabulated altitude for any number of min-
utes of declination is equal to d times the
number of minutes divided by 60. Thus, in the
same exemple, if the declination is 10"21', the
correction for declination is + 26' x 21160 =
+ 9'. Thus if the declination is 10'21', the
altitude is 44"48' | 9 - 44"51',Il ihe sign

of d is plus, the correction is positive; if the
sign is minus, the correction is negative.

To oblain the conection for additional min-
utes of declination, vou do not have to multiply
by longhand. Instead, you may use table Xv
inside the back cover of each volume. This is

a table of sixtiejhs. Values of d are given
across the top of the table, and additional
minutes of declination are given dovn the side

oI the lable. You find the correct'on at the in-
teKection of (1) the column headed by the
value of d and (2) the horizontal line headed

by the number of additional minutes of decli-
nation. Thus if d is -18 and the declination is
14"21', you must apply a co[ection of -6' to
the altitude tabulated for a declination of 14'.
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Summqry of Procedure
Here is a summary of the procedure for

finding th€ altitude and azimuth of a bodv
whose declination lies between 29"N and 29"S.

1. From the Almanac ascedai[ the dec-
lination and GHA of the body for the time of
the obsewation.

2. Assume a position as close as possible

to your DR position, so that (1) the latitude
of the position is a whole number of degrees
and (2) its longitude conbined ri'ith the GHA
of the body gives a whole numbel of degrees
of LIIA. Find the LHA of the body for this
position.

3. Select the volume of H.O. 218 for the
latifude brnd vhich includes the latitude of
the assumed position. Disregarding minutes
of declination, tum to the section for the
whole nunber of degrees of declination. Thus
if the declination is 19"54', tum to the section
for 19'. Find the page showing the latitude of
the assumed position and the LHA of the
body irom this position. Be carelul to use the
pa.ge for samenaineif declination and latit de
are both north or both south, and the page
tor co trarlt ?rar?e if oD€ is north and the
other south. Opposite the LHA read the tabu-
lated altitude and azimuth angl€ in the column
headFd by the larirude ol the assumed posi-
tion.

4. If the declination is not a whole num-
ber of degrees, determine the altitude correc-
tion for the additional minutes of declination:
enter table XV r ith the value d and the num-
ber of additional minutes. Apply the correc-
tjon to the tabulated attitude according to the
sigr of d.

5. Converl azinuth angle 1o {rue azi-
muth by means of the rule at the bottom of
the page.

For examDle, suppose that you obsene
the sun on 5 August 1945, at 1?13 CCT. Your
DR position is 2?'21'5, 118"19'W.

1. Declination O 1?13 cCT N16'57'
GHA O 1?10 GCT 76"02'
CHA Conection for 3^ 45'

LHA O 1?13 GCT
Latitude of Assumed

3. Tabulated Altitude
Azimuth Ansle

4. d -44
Correction to Tabulated

Altitude (fo} 5?' of
Declination)

Hc
5. Azimuth (: 180" -

Azimuth Anele)

318"00',

27"00's
30'41',

132"

- 42'
30'05'

048.

GHA O 1713 GCT
2. Longitude of Assumed

Position

76"41',

118"47'W

TRIPLE INTIRPOI.ATION

Ordinarily when you use H. O. 218, you as-
sume a position such that interyolation for
LHA and latitude is unnecessary. Sornetimes,
however, yon may need to find the altitude
and azimuth of a body for some definite posi-
tion. Then yc,u must interTolate for' latitude
and LHA as $'ell as for declination. This prc-
cess is called triple interpolation.

In triple interpolation you first find the
tabulated altitude for a lvhole [umber of de-
grees of latitude and LHA. You correct this
tabulated altitude not only for declination
(, or d) but also for additional minutes of
LHA snd latitude. You find these three cor.
rections, add them algebraically, and apply
the sum to the tabulated altitude.

You find the corection for t or d just as
before. And you find the couections for ad-
ditional minutes of latitude and LHA in a
somewhat similar manner.

Correction for Lstitude
Usually the latitude of the position is not

a whole number of degrees. Then, to the alti-
tude tabulated for the whole degree of lati-
tude, you must apply a corrcction for the
additional minutes of latitude. With the tab-
ulated altitude which you extract from the
table, compare the tabulated altitude for the
same LHA and declination but for the next
higher degree of latitude. This is the cor-
responding altitude in the adjacent column
to the fight. The dillerence betr een these
two altitudes is the change in altitude \itrith
a 1" change in latitude. The correction for
additional minutes of latitud€ is the part of
this change proportional to the number of ad-
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ditional minutes. Thus, if the change in alti.
tude is 24' per 1' of latitude, the conection
for 20 additional hinutes of latitude is 8' of
altitude. Thercfore, you find the co$ectioD
in table XV, entering with (1) the change
in altitude per 1o of latitude, and (2) the
number of additional minutes of latitude. If
lhe altitude increases wilh latitude, the sign
of the corection is plus; if it decreases, the
sig! is minus. Note that if you extract the
tabulated altitude from the right-hand
column, you find the change of altitude with
latitude eitherby reference to the next volume
of H. O. 218 or by errrapolation.

Correclion for LHA
Usually, the LHA of the body is not a

whole number of degrees. Then, to the eltitud€
tabulated for the whole degree of LHA, you
must apply a conection for the additional
minutes of LHA. With the tabulated altitude
which you extract from the table, compare
the tabulated altitude for the same latitude
and declin4tion but for the next higher de-
gree of LHA. The difrerence between these
two altitudes is the change in altitude with a
1o increase in LHA. The conection for ad.
ditional minutes of LHA is prcpo*ional to
the number of minutes. You find this correc.
tion ir table XV, €nterins with (1) the change
of altitude per ld of LHA, and (2) the num-
ber of additional minutes of LIIA. If the alti-
tude itrcreases with LHA, the sign of the
correction is plus; if it decreases. the sign is
minus.

Exomple of Trlple lnterpolotlon
Suppose that you are at 36.21,N, 114.52,W,

The sun's declination is 3"14'5 and its CHA
is 8?'39'. What are its altitude and azimuth?
The LHA of the sun is 332'47',

You find the altitude and azimuth tabu-
lated for declination 3o00'contmry name,
latitude 36', LHA 332'. The tabutated alti-
tude is 43'04', and the azimuth angle is 140",

Next you frnd the three corrections for the

CORRECTION.
Since d is - 52, the altitude decreases 52',
for a 1" increase in declinatior. There are 14
additional minutes of declination. From table
XV you find the d correction - -12'.2. LATITUDE CORRECTION. The tab-
ulated altitude which you have extracted for
Iatitude 36' is 43'04'. The tabulated altitude
for the same declination and LHA but for
latitude 37' is 42'11'. "Ihe dillerence is 47,.
Thus the altitude decreases 47' with a 1'
increase in latitude. There are 21 additionat
minutes of latitude. From table XV you find
the latitude conection = -16'.3. LHA CORRECTION. The tabulated
altitude which you have extEcted for LHA
332' is 43"04'. The tabutated altitude for the
same declination and latitude but for LHA
333' is 43"34'. The difrerence is 30,. Thus the
altitr/de increases 30' with a 1" increase in
LHA. There are 4? additional minutes of
LI{A. From table XV you find the LHA cor-
rection - +24'.

Now you add the co[ections for de-
cliDation, latitude, and LHA. (-12) +(-16") + 24' = -4'. You apply th€ total
correction to the tabulated altitude to 6nd
Hc. 43"04' -4' - 43'00,.

The tabulated azimuth anqte is 140..
According to the rule at the bottom of the
page, azimuth angle here equals azimuth.

altitude.
1. DECLINATION

Thelefore ihe azimuth is 140". .6

-_-:\"n 
ro LAT''DE -j

il*r"";wt
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